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Abstract—The Finite Control Set Model Predictive

Control (FCS-MPC) for power electronic converters,
provides high dynamic performance, based on the limited
number of inputs and accurate model of the converter. By
applying this algorithm  to multilevel converters such as
Cascaded H-Bridge based STATic var COMpensator (CHB
STATCOM), the dynamic performance is degraded,
because the optimized input is achieved by searching
among a large set of switching combinations and
redundancies. This paper proposes an FCS-MPC
algorithm, which benefits high dynamic performance for
the CHB STATCOM, despite the large set of inputs. The
proposed FCS-MPC replaces the time-consuming
optimization algorithm by solving Diophantine equations
over the large set of switching combinations. The desired
switching combination and all its redundancies are
determined in a minimum execution time. The proposed
FCS-MPC performance is validated by applying to two
configurations: 1) a 15-level CHB STATCOM with energy
storage capability for a short-term active power smoothing
and reactive power compensation of a 10 MW fixed speed
wind farm at medium voltage, and 2) an experimental 7-
level CHB STATCOM at low voltage.

Index Terms—Model predictive control, CHB STATCOM,
Diophantine equations, wind farm.

I.  INTRODUCTION

ULTILEVEL STATCOMs are an efficient alternative to
the two-level ones, providing transformerless high

voltage compensator, low harmonic currents, high quality
voltage, and low Electro Magnetic Interference in the medium
voltage level applications. One of the well-known and
attractive multilevel STATCOM topologies is the Cascaded
H-Bridge (CHB) STATCOM, due to an excellent modularity
in  the  CHB configuration  [1,  2].  CHB STATCOM, based  on
the series connection of H-bridges provides the required
output voltage level. The CHB converter with equal dc link
voltages, has many redundancies for the switching
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combinations to provide the same output voltage. The
redundancies is used for dc links voltage balancing, reducing
switching losses, and decreasing common mode voltage [3, 4].

Various classical linear control approaches and modulation
techniques are proposed for the CHB STATCOM [5-7].
Recently, Model Predictive Control (MPC) has received more
attention in the power converters control. The advantages of
MPC such as high dynamic performance, suitability for
nonlinear and constrained systems, multi-objective capabilities
[8], as well as, its simplicity and intuitiveness make it a
powerful control strategy in power electronics [9].

The MPC algorithms are classified into two groups of
integer or continuous optimization problem [10]. Continuous
Control Set MPC (CCS-MPC) uses a modulator to synthesize
the control action applicable to the power converter. The CCS-
MPC strategies, such as Generalized Predictive Control (GPC)
and  Explicit  MPC  (EMPC),  present  the  MPC  problem  with
complex formulations, but they have less computational cost
because they compute a part or all of the optimization
problems offline. For this reason, they can address long
prediction horizon problems. If the constraints are included in
the GPC method, the optimization has to be computed by
more computationally taxing numerical algorithms [10, 11].

The Finite Control Set MPC (FCS-MPC) uses the
advantage of a limited number of switching combinations in a
power converter to solve the optimization problem. A discrete
converter model with integer control signals is used to predict
the system behavior for any permissible actuation sequence,
up to the prediction horizon. The actuation sequence that
minimizes a cost function is selected, and its first switching
action is applied to the converter at the next sampling time
[12]. Main advantage of FCS-MPC relies on direct application
of the control action to the converter, without requiring a
modulation stage [13, 14]. The FCS-MPC is capable of
improving converter parameters, such as switching losses and
the common mode voltage.

In the FSC-MPC, the optimization problem is solved online
in a loop. Therefore, it is limited to lower prediction horizons
due to online computational cost [10]. In the FSC-MPC with
control horizon one, the optimal control action should be
applied at the same sampling time . However, due to online
optimization delay, it is applied at the start of the next
sampling time + 1, affecting the converter performance
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significantly [10, 15]. This digital delay problem is resolved
by optimizing the cost function for the predicted variables at
sampling time + 2 (with tolerance of higher predictive
approximation), leading to an optimized control action
applicable at the start of the sampling time + 1 [9, 10, 15].

The FCS-MPC algorithm with horizon one (hereafter
briefly  MPC  in  this  study)  is  used  to  control  of  electronic
power converters, featuring high dynamic performance,
intuitiveness, simplicity without employing any modulation
scheme [9, 14]. The MPC has been used to achieve different
control objectives in power electronic converter [16-18]. It
could be effectively applied to two-level, three-level
converters and AC/AC matrix converter due to a small set of
inputs [15, 19, 20]. In the multilevel symmetrical converters,
with a large set of switching combinations and redundancies,
the number of iterations for online optimization loop is
significantly increased. In the CHB converters with cells per
phase, the optimal current (voltage) vector is searched
between (2 + 1) three-phase switching combinations
(states), and 2 − 1  phase switching combinations in each
of the phases [21]. Most of these switching combinations are
redundant and do not change the output vector. By increasing
the voltage levels, it is difficult to implement the control
algorithm using standard signal processors [22]. In [22], for
each voltage vector, only one of the three-phase switching
redundancies is considered, and it improves the speed of
optimization by limiting the search subspace to seven vectors
adjacent to the previously applied vector. In [21], a hybrid
design, integrating dead-beat control, MPC, and PWM is
proposed for a 19-level CHB STATCOM. A cost function is
used for the voltage balancing and reducing the number of
transitions within the HB cells using phase redundancies. The
transition is the change of a cell mode between 1, 0 or 0, -1,
which increases switching losses. The MPC in the best
condition, for a 28% reduction of transitions, increases the dc
links voltage ripple up to 103%, which affects output current
quality of the converter. This relatively complicated control
system has been experimentally implemented with parallel
processing method on a platform with four processors.

The authors in [23], divided the MPC optimization problem
into two sub optimization of current control and voltage
balancing   in  a  CHB  STATCOM.  The  current  control  MPC,
uses Dynamic Programming search method in order to find the
optimal voltage vector and sends it to the voltage balancing
MPC. In the voltage balancing MPC, a cost function is defined
for the dc link voltage balancing and reducing the number of
transitions. Authors in [24] improved the method of [23],
using the search algorithm branch and bound in the current
control MPC. A seven-level CHB STATCOM has been
implemented experimentally using the MPC control method in
[24].  The  control  platform  consists  of  a  DSP,  an  FPGA  two
external ADCs for measuring AC signals, and nine slave
controllers. The total execution time of measuring data and
executing MPC code in each sample time is approximately
close to the sampling period in this control platform.
Therefore, it requires more powerful processors and parallel
processing methods, for the converters with higher voltage

levels. Furthermore, the ripple of dc link voltage is about 27%
peak to peak, which is relatively large. Its performance in
reducing the number of transitions has not been reported.

This paper proposes a fast MPC method for CHB
STATCOM with any number of HB cells. Despite the large
number of switching combinations and redundancies, this
control method has a very small execution time, so that there
is no need to resolve aforementioned MPC digital delay. In
addition, the controller output directly determines the optimal
switching combination without employing any modulation
scheme. The control system can be easily implemented with a
standard processor without requiring parallel processing.

The proposed MPC, eliminates the optimization loop by
solving a Diophantine equations system [25, 26] over a large
set of switching combinations, obtained by direct solution of
cost function and system model. The optimal three-phase
switching combination and its redundancies in each sample
time are provided at the same time. The redundancies are
generated simply by changing an integer variable, therefore, in
a multilevel converter, they can be easily optimized for
various purposes, such as reducing switching losses, reducing
common mode voltage or both, or another objective function.
The main purpose of using phase redundancies is to balance
the dc links voltage of that phase. The use of MPC for the dc
links voltage balancing and reducing switching losses, posses
some disadvantages discussed during the review of the
previous articles. In this paper, a simple sorting method is
used for the voltage balancing of dc links in each phase. After
selecting some cells by sorting to be in mode 1 or -1, it is
possible to replace some of the selected cells with non-
selected (mode 0) cells, by considering different conditions to
reduce switching losses. Considering the different conditions
for each cell is a Boolean algebra problem that works very
fast. Sorting the dc links voltage up to 10 cells, takes about
1.1  with the processor used in this research, which is
negligible compared to the sampling time.

Since  the  focus  of  this  paper  is  on  the  application  of
Diophantine equations in the current-control MPC. Therefore,
the method in its simplest case will be considered by choosing
the middle switching redundancy of Diophantine solution, and
implementing a simple sort without reducing the switching
losses. The proposed MPC controller is validated in two steps:
1) it is applied to a 15-level CHB STATCOM  with Energy
Storage Capability (ESC) for a short-term active power
smoothing and reactive power compensation of a
10 MW, 20kV wind farm, 2) experimental results of a 7-level
CHB STATCOM at 380 V is also investigated.

II. SYMMETRIC CHB STATCOM
The symmetric CHB STATCOM is a shunt modular

compensator at the medium voltage level. The configuration
of  a  multilevel  CHB  STATCOM  is  shown  in  Fig.  1.  Due  to
excellent modularity, in the case of a fault in one cell, the
faulty cell can be easily replaced. Furthermore, it is possible to
bypass the faulty cell without stopping the compensator,
providing nearly continuous overhaul accessibility.
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In  the  symmetric  CHB STATCOM with cells per phase,
the number of output voltage levels is equal to = 2 + 1.
Number of all possible switching combinations (states) is ,
and the number of switching redundancies is equal to ( − 1) .
For example, in the 15-level and  7-level CHB converters,
there are 3375 switching combinations, 2744 redundancies
and 343 switching combinations, 216 redundancies,
respectively [27].
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Fig. 1. Transformerless N-cell CHB STATCOM.

III. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL ALGORITHM

The basic MPC algorithm in each sample time , begins
with measuring the state variables ( ) and disturbances ( )
of  the  system.  By  using  these  values,  discrete  model  of  the
system is utilized to predict the next state variables ( + 1)
for each possible input . A cost function  is  optimized  in  a
loop over the predicted state variables and next references
∗( + 1). The possible input ∗ with minimum cost is

applied in the next sample time + 1 [28, 29], i.e.
( + 1) = ∗  (1)

The algorithm is depicted in Fig. 2 (a). The optimization
loop will be time-consuming for a large set of inputs.

To  address  the  digital  delay,  the  cost  function  should  be
optimized for the state variables ( + 2) and the references
∗( + 2) instead of ( + 1) and ∗( + 1) [10].

IV.  PROPOSED MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL ALGORITHM

The main problem of MPC when applied to the symmetrical
CHB converters, is the high number of switching
combinations that must be evaluated in the optimization loop
[30]. The time-consuming optimization loop can be eliminated
by direct solution of the system model and solving a system of
Diophantine equations over the set of switching combinations.

A. Converter Model
Fig. 1 shows the topology of a multilevel CHB STATCOM

connected to the grid. The phase to neutral voltages of each
phase are given by:

= (2)

where  is the dc link voltage, and [ ]  is  the
switching combination (state) of phases a,b and c, and its
elements are integer values bounded in [− , ], where the
superscript  denotes the transpose of the vector. The output
space vector generated by the converter is defined as [27]:

= (v + v + v ) (3)

where = ⁄ . The output voltage vector can be related to
the switching combination as:

= ( + + ) (4)

The components of the vector , in the orthogonal
coordinate system , are given as:

= √
0

0
√

(5)

where  and  are both integers which are calculated by,

= 2 −1 −1
0 1 −1 (6)

Assuming a resistive-inductive model for the smoothing
reactances of CHB STATCOM shown in Fig. 1, the
STATCOM current dynamics can be described by,

= + + (7)
where  and  are the resistance and inductance of the
smoothing reactances, and  , are the STATCOM current
and grid voltage space vectors, respectively. Therefore, the
state space equations of the STATCOM will be,

= − 0
0 −

+ − 0
0 −

+

0
0

. (8)

By replacing (5) into (8), the following state space
equations are obtained for the converter:

= − 0
0 −

+ √
0

0
√

+

0
0

. (9)

By substituting (6) into (9), the subsequent state space
equations are resulted for the CHB STATCOM, where the
input is the switching combination:

= − 0
0 −

+ √ √ √

0
√ √

+

0
0

. (10)

Due to input redundancy in the state space equations (10),
there is no unique solution for the switching combination,
when the required output currents are known.

B. Proposed MPC Algorithm
The state space model of the multilevel converter is given

by,
̇ ( ) = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) (11)
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where ( ) are the state variables, ( ) are the inputs, and
( ) are the disturbances. The matrices , , and  are

nonsingular matrices, describing the system dynamic. The
discrete time model of the converter is also given by:

( + 1) = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) (12)
where,

= ,
= ∫ = ( − )

= ∫ = ( − ) (13)
 is the sampling time, and  is the unit matrix. By using the

first-order approximation ≅ + , which is valid for
the small sampling time , the discrete time model can be
approximated by:

( + 1) ≅ ( + ) ( ) + ( ) + ( ) (14)

For the large sampling time, the second-order
approximation ≅ + + 0.5( )  could  be  used,  if
necessary. An absolute cost function is used for optimization
as follows:

= | ( + 1) − ∗( + 1)| (15)
where the state variables ( + 1) are predicted by (14) for
each possible input ( ) and measured values ( ) and ( ).
For high sampling rate ∗( + 1) ≈ ∗( ), otherwise for
highly dynamics systems the second order Lagrange
extrapolation can be used as [29]:

∗( + 1) ≅ 3 ∗( ) − 3 ∗( − 1) + ∗( − 2). (16)

To minimize the cost function (15), it is necessary that:
( + 1) = ∗( + 1) (17)

Replacing (17) into (14), the required optimal input is
calculated directly by:

≅ (−( + ) ( ) + ∗( + 1)− ( ))(18)

and the MPC has to find the optimal possible input ∗ closest
to this optimal input, i.e. the MPC optimization loop needs to
search over a set of inputs to find the optimal possible input
∗, minimizing an error function such as:

= | − | . (19)
The optimal possible input ∗, according to (14), should be

applied to the converter at the beginning of the same sample
time .  This  means  at  the  start  of  each  sampling  time,
measuring state variables and disturbances, as well as search
for optimal possible input ∗, should be carried out in a very
short time compared to the sample time .

Measurement of the state variables and disturbances in the
multilevel converters is also time-consuming. This is due to
large number of measuring signals, and implementation of a
method to reduce the measurement noise; e.g., by taking an
average of several successive measurements of a quantity.
These measurements at the start of sampling time greatly
affect the performance of the proposed MPC. Therefore, a
solution to this problem is also proposed.

The state variables and disturbances can also be measured
just  before  the  start  of  each  sampling  time.  To  this  end,  the
processor at each sampling time, after the main computation to

realize the MPC algorithm, starts measuring the variables and
updates them regularly. At the beginning of the next sampling
time,  the  measurement  is  stopped and the  last  updates  of  the
measured values are used for the next main computation.

Fig. 2 (b) shows the sequence of operations required for the
sample time . In the next section, a quick method to achieve
optimal possible input, will be presented in the CHB
converter.
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=
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Fig. 2. MPC algorithms: (a) basic algorithm, (b) proposed algorithm.

C. Proposed MPC for CHB STATCOM
Due to an input redundancy variable in the system model

(10), it cannot be used directly to implement the MPC
algorithm. Therefore, the system model (9) is used for the
converter CHB STATCOM. By replacing corresponding
parameters into (18), the optimal input is obtained as:

  ≅
1 √6 0

0 √2
( − )

( )
( ) −

( )
∗ ( + 1)
∗( + 1) +

( )
( ) . (20)

The optimal input vector [ ̂ ̂ ̂ ]  to  the  system  model
(10), may have several redundancies. It should be computed in
ℤ domain (set of integers) for each optimal vector
[ ] obtained from (20), by using (6)  as:

2 −1 −1
0 1 −1

̂
̂
̂

= (21)

constrained  to:
̂ , ̂ , ̂ ∈ [− , ]. (22)

Equation system (21) is called constrained system of
Diophantine equations (here now temporarily assumed that
[ ] ∈ ℤ ). Several methods have been developed,
determining whether there exists a solution for a given system
of Diophantine equations in ℤ domain, and in case of existing
solution(s), how to calculate all of them [25, 26]. Here a
simple method is presented to solve (21). Summation of the
two equations in the equations system (21) results:

̂ − ̂ = + = (23)
where  should be an integer due to ̂  and ̂ ∈ ℤ, i.e. for
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solution(s) existence, both  and  should be odd or even
integers. It can be easily examined that one solution of (21) is
[  0] , and also [1 1 1]  belongs to the null space of  its
coefficient matrix. Therefore, all solutions of (21) can be
written as [26]:

̂
̂
̂

=
0

+
1
1
1

(24)

where ∈ ℤ. The constraints (22) should be satisfied by (24).
After applying those boundary values to relations ̂ , ̂ , ̂
and solving the resulted unequally equations for parameter ,
their subscription yields:

 max( __ ,__ − ,__ − ) ≤ ≤ min ( , − , − ) (25)

All values of integer , satisfying unequally relation (25),
can be replaced in (24) to generate an optimal switching
combination and its redundancies. Therefore, total number of
the switching combination and redundancies will be equal to
( − + 1), where  and  are the max and
min values of , respectively.

Table I shows some examples for different values of
[ ]  in a seven-cell CHB converter. In this table one of
the switching combinations for  is calculated by (24), and
the number of redundancies, which can be calculated for other
values of  up to , are also listed.

As well as the switching combination, each of switching
redundancies can be applied to the converter. The selection
can be made according to a predefined strategy.

The proposed MPC algorithm can be summarized as
follows:
1) The optimal control input [ ]  is computed using (20).
2) The values of  and  are rounded to obtain optimal

possible values ∗  and ∗ :
∗ = round + (26)

∗ = round (27)
     The round function rounds its argument to the nearest

integer.
3) The maximum and minimum values of  are computed for

∗  and ∗  using (25), and an integer value in this range is
selected, e.g. the mid value . The selection can also be
made to suit a particular purpose.

4) The optimal possible switching combination is obtained
using (24), as follows:

∗

∗

∗
=

∗

∗

0
+

1
1
1

(28)

5) Switching combination [ ∗ ∗ ∗]  is applied at sample
time , i.e.

( )
( )
( )

=
∗

∗

∗
. (29)

The phase redundancies can be used to balance the
associated  dc  links  voltage  of  CHB  STATCOM.  In  each
sampling time , if i > 0, then for ( ) > 0 the HBs with

lower dc link voltages are placed in mode 1 up to ( ) HBs
(charging state), similarly for ( ) < 0 the HBs with higher
dc link voltages are activated in mode -1 up to | ( )| HBs
(discharging state). If i < 0, it should be carried out vice
versa. The same method is applied to phases, b and c as well.

TABLE I
SOME CALCULATED SWITCHING COMBINATIONS FOR = 7

( , ) ( ̂ , ̂ , ̂ )
for

No. of Redun.
( - )

(28, 0) 14 -7 -7 (7, -7, -7) 0
(0, -2) -1 -5 7 (-6, -7, -5) 12
(0, 0) 0 -7 7 (-7, -7, -7) 14
(3, 5) 4 -7 2 (-3, -2, -7) 9

(-3, -5) -4 -2 7 (-6, -7, -2) 9
(-11, 13) 1 -7 -6 (-6, 6, -7) 1

(9, 7) 8 -7 -1 (1, 0, -7) 6

V. CHB STATCOM ESC
The proposed MPC algorithm is applied to a

transformerless 15-level CHB STATCOM ESC, incorporating
seven  HB  cells  per  phase  at  20  kV.  The  CHB  STATCOM
ESC compensates the required reactive power of a 10 MW
fixed speed wind farm, as well as smoothes short-term active
power fluctuations due to tower shadow effects and wind
gradient, known as 3p frequency oscillations. Power
fluctuations with 3p frequency effectively impact on flicker
emission of the wind farm [31, 32].
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Fig. 3. Power system and control. (a) Single line diagram of the grid-
connected wind farm, including CHB STATCOM ESC and MSCs. (b) CHB
STATCOM ESC control block diagram.

A. CHB STATCOM ESC Specification
A 2 MVar, ±0.75 MW, 0.57  MJ CHB STATCOM ESC is

connected to the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) of a grid
connected fixed speed wind farm. Single line diagram of the
power system is shown  in Fig. 3 (a).  The wind farm and the
CHB  STATCOM  ESC  specifications  are  given  in  Tables  II
and III of the appendix. The CHB STATCOM ESC can filter
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out 3p frequency (1.3 Hz) of active power oscillations, by an
outer control loop over the inner MPC loop,  which charges
and discharges the capacitors connected to the dc links. The
converter can also compensate fluctuated var of the wind farm
simultaneously up to 2 MVar. The remaining var is
compensated by two 1.5 MVar Mechanical Switched
Capacitors (MSC).

B. Control Block Diagram
The control block diagram of the CHB STATCOM ESC is

shown in Fig. 3 (b). Based on the Instantaneous Power Theory
(IPT), active power  and reactive power  are computed
from the wind farm currents and voltages in the  reference
frame [33]. The active power is filtered through the high pass
filter HPF with the cutoff frequency of 1.3 Hz (3p frequency),
and the output  along with the  are used to compute the
current references ∗  and ∗ . The current references are
calculated based on the IPT [33]. The dc bus voltage reference
∗  in  Fig.  3  (b)  for  each  phase,  contains  a  constant

component ∗  and an oscillating component ∗ . The
oscillating component, which is proportional to the energy
changes of the capacitors of the dc links, can be calculated
from  the  integral  of  the  oscillatory  power .  This  task  is
performed by the block open loop integration, which is a low-
pass filter with a proper gain and cutoff frequency. As shown
in  Fig.  3  (b),  the  dc  voltage  control  loop  of  each  phase
contains a PI controller whose output is multiplied by the
same phase  voltage  to  provide  a  current  signal  in  phase  with
the voltage signal. These current signals are transferred to the

 reference frame and the resulted currents are added with
∗  and ∗  and transmitted as the current references to the

MPC block. All of these pre-calculations are required to
prepare the current references for the MPC at the start of each
sampling time. In case of empirical implementation, these pre-
calculations for each sampling time is done at about 0.55 μs
by the processor used for this research.

VI.  SIMULATION OF THE CHB STATCOM ESC

A. Square Wave Power Oscillation
The worst-case active power oscillations are the stepping

changes. In this simulation, the active power is modulated by a
1.3 Hz, ±o.5  MW  square  wave.  In  Fig.  4,  the  CHB
STATCOM ESC filters out the active power oscillations, and
the variable reactive power is also compensated by the CHB
STATCOM ESC and one of 1.5 MVar MSC.

B. Actual Power Fluctuation
An actual 12-second active power generated by the fixed

speed  wind  farm  is  fed  into  the  grid  for  evaluation  of  the
system performance in a realistic environment. Fig. 5 shows
the short-term variations of the injected active power are
eliminated, and the output active power tracks the average
value of the input power coming from the wind farm.

C. Dynamic Performance
Dynamic performance of the MPC controlled STATCOM is

demonstrated by applying a reactive power command change

between zero up to 80% of rated value, whereas the command
for variable component of active power is kept zero.
Therefore, the command signal is just directly applied to the
MPC and the dc bus command for charging, and discharging
of dc link capacitors does not change. The dynamic response
of the corresponding current for one phase is shown in Fig. 6.
The output current tracks the input command after 2 ms.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Square wave oscillation of power. (a) Input, output to the grid, and
STATCOM active powers. (b) Input, output to the grid, and STATCOM
reactive powers.

Fig. 5. 12-second active power profile of the wind farm (input), active power
of the CHB STATCOM ESC, injected active power into the grid (output).

Fig. 6. MPC dynamic performance for reactive power step change of 80%.
The reference and output currents of phase-A .

VII. CHB STATCOM PROTOTYPE

The proposed MPC algorithm is also applied to a laboratory
prototype of 4 kVar transformerless 7-level CHB STATCOM
with  three  HBs  per  phase  at  380  V.  Fig.  7  indicates  the
compensator while absorbing the rated reactive power from
the network. The compensator specifications are given in
Table IV of the appendix. The control algorithm is
implemented using the processor STM32F429ZIT6U
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(180MHz) of the ST products. No need of relatively expensive
DSP processors is the benefits of the proposed control
algorithm. The DSP and FPGA are often used in the multilevel
converters due to implementation complexities in the
modulation schemes, large number of inputs and outputs, and
sometimes  the  complex  control  method  [6,  21,  23].  As
mentioned earlier the proposed control approach, besides its
simplicity, does not require any type of modulation methods.

Fig. 7. Experimental setup

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Phase voltage (CH4) and phase current (CH1, 1.3 ) under the rated
reactive power:  (a) Capacitive mode. (b) Inductive mode.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Waveforms
Fig. 8 illustrates the phase voltage and current waveforms

under the rated reactive power (4 kVar) injection (capacitive
mode) and absorption (inductive mode).

Fig. 9 depicts voltage waveforms of phase to inverter's
neutral ( ),  on  the  inverter  shown in  Fig.  1,  line  to  line  at
the inverter side ( ), phase to grid's neutral ( ) under the
50% capacitive and inductive modes. Due to the redundancies
in the switching combinations, positive and negative half
cycles of  waveforms are not symmetrical; however,
voltages , which are applied to the smoothing reactances of
the compensator to create the three-phase currents, are
symmetrical. In Fig. 9 (b), the voltage levels of  and  are
decreased in the situation of reactive power absorption;
consequently, the switching frequency is automatically
increased to prevent an increase in the current error.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Voltage waveforms of phase to neutral of the inverter (CH1, 0.5 ),
line to line (CH2, 0.5 ), phase to neutral of grid (CH4, 0.5 ) under the
50% reactive power. (a) capacitive mode (b) inductive mode.

B. Dynamic Performance
The dynamic performance of the STATCOM is investigated

by applying a reactive power step change command. In Fig. 10
(a), the reactive power command changes from capacitive
mode (+80%) to inductive mode (-80%). The output phase
current tracks the step change of reference current fairly well
after about 3 ms.

Simplicity and fast computations of the proposed MPC
provide the possibility of  implementing it on a platform with
a single processor. Implementation the proposed methods of
[23] and [24] on the platform of this paper is hardly feasible,
and similar to their own platform, the implementation requires
FPGA with external ADCs and auxiliary microcontrollers.
Fig.  10  (b)  shows  the  dynamic  performance  of  an  MPC
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scheme, which is developed using the limited search subspace
method in the platform of this paper [22]. The scheme restricts
the search subspace of switching combinations, so that at the
next sampling time, the voltage progression is possible only to
an adjacent vector. The waveforms indicate that in the steady
state, the output current tracks well the reference current.
However, in the transient state, for a large instant change in
the reference current, the output current is not fast enough.
This is due to the output voltage of the converter could not
change rapidly, for tracking a momentary and severe change
of the current reference [21].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Phase voltage (CH4), phase current (CH1, 1.3 ), phase current
reference (CH2, 1.3 ) waveforms under the +80% (capacitive) to -80%
(inductive) reactive power step change: (a) proposed MPC (b) MPC scheme
with the restricted search subspace.

C. Model Dependency
Given that the quality of MPC algorithm depends on the

modeling accuracy of the system, the effect of modeling error
in the modeling of inductance , at 50% of rated reactive
power is studied. The impact of uncertainty about the value of
smoothing inductance, on the square of the effective value of
the converter current error, is depicted in Fig. 11 (a). As it can
be seen, underestimation has a deeper impact on increasing the
current error. By contrast, overestimation slightly further
reduces the error, however, leads to higher switching
frequency. These effects can also be seen in Fig. 11 (b),
illustrating current error waveforms under the three modeling
errors +50%, 0, and -50%.

D. DC Links Voltage
In  Fig.  12  dc  link  voltages  of  the  first  cells  of  the  three

phases,  and  the  three  cells  of  phase-A  are  shown  at  50%
reactive power injection. There is a 100 Hz low-amplitude
ripple (6.5%) on each voltage; however, average values of
them are equal. The dc link voltages of three cells of phase-A
are completely balanced.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 11. (a) Effect of modeling error on the square of the effective value (rms)
of the converter current error. (b) Current error waveforms (6.5 times larger)
under the modeling errors +50%, 0%, and -50%.

Fig. 12. dc link voltages of the first cells of the three phases (Fig. A), dc link
voltages of the three cells of phase-A (Fig. B), STATCOM injects 50%
reactive power.

Fig. 13. Startup transient state, dc link voltages of the first cells of the three
phases (Fig. A), dc link voltages of the three cells of phase-A (Fig. B).

 Fig. 13 shows the same dc link voltages at the startup. The
dc links are preliminary charged up to 50% by the reverse
diodes of IGBTs (IGBTs are off), then the switching is started,
and the dc link voltages reach to the rated values. The three dc
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link voltages of different phases with little difference in the
transient state, reach to the same rated value. The dc link
voltages of phase-A are perfectly balanced.

IX. CONCLUSION

The MPC algorithm has been presented for the symmetrical
multilevel converter control as a static var compensator. A
large number of switching combinations and redundancies in
these converters increase the optimization time of the MPC
algorithm; therefore, the use of algorithm and enjoying its
benefits has been faced with a major challenge. This paper
replaced the time-consuming optimization loop of MPC
algorithm, by direct solution of the system model and solving
the system of Diophantine equations in the domain of integers
on a large set of switching combinations to find the optimal
possible input. At the start of each sampling time, the optimal
possible switching combination and all its redundancies were
provided in a minimum execution time. In the multilevel CHB
converter with a high number of measuring data, A technique
proposed for the data measurement, which also reduced
effectively the MPC algorithm processing time, by eliminating
the  time  required  for  measuring  data  from  the  start  of  each
sampling  time.  Due  to  simplicity  and  no  need  to  any
modulation scheme, digital implementation of the proposed
algorithm, did not require a relatively expensive processor like
DSP or parallel processing units such as FPGAs, which are
usually used for the CHB converters.

The algorithm was validated by simulation and
experimental implementation for two seven-cell and three-cell
CHB STATCOMs, respectively. The results showed that the
proposed MPC algorithm exposes high dynamic performance
to control the CHB STATCOM with any number of cells.

The Diophantine solution speeds up finding optimal
switching  combination in a multilevel converter, and allows
all its redundancies to be generated in each sample time
simply by changing an integer variable within a given range.
Therefore, each objective function, defined to take advantages
of these redundancies, can be easily optimized to obtain the
optimal redundancy. The proposed scheme is applicable to the
converters whose control signals are considered integers with
many redundancies. However, the method will work more
effective, If the converter is modeled so that the number of
input variables to the model due to redundancy, is not much
more than the number of output variables. This will lead to
simpler Diophantine equations with less integer unknowns.

APPENDIX

TABLE II
GRID CONNECTED WIND FARM PARAMETERS

power volt. resist.* react.*  freq.

wind farm 10.34 MW 20 kV - -
50 Hz12Km feeder - 20 kV 1.3136 Ω 3.9582 Ω

grid+trans. 200 MVA 20 kV 0.5373 Ω 3.2865 Ω
     * All parameters have been transferred to 20 kV side.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE CHB STATCOM ESC

parameter value parameter value

voltage 20 kV ∆E 0.57 MJ
current 61.6 A react. (5%) 9.3 Ω

Q 2 MVar dc link volt. 3.22±0.778 kV
∆P ±0.75 MW C 5.5 mF

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE CHB STATCOM PROTOTYPE

parameter value parameter value

voltage 380 V react. (20%) 7.22 Ω
current 6.06 A dc link volt. 120 V

Q 4 kVar C 2 mF
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